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Foreword

It's undeniable that money plays a crucial role in our lives. However, what precisely is that role? Is money an adverse distraction, or may it really help us live more consciously? Is it better to give or to get?

Is poverty more enlightening than wealthiness?

Even among highly-conscious people, money may be a contentious and polarizing subject. Social training over-charges us with so many contradictory views on the subject that it's no wonder individuals are baffled. Disarray about money causes us to compartmentalize the fiscal part of our lives. Cash becomes a thing unto itself with its own rules and conventions. We literally treat it as something that have to be roped off and locked in a vault, detached from other parts of our lives lest it in some way infect us with its cold-blooded properties.

*Discover The Role Of Money And Attract The Right Mindset.*
~ Chapter 1 ~

*How We See Money*
Synopsis

Like most individuals, I grew up with incongruent notions about money. On the one hand, I discovered evidence that money was great. Intellectually, material riches appeared crucial, for money clearly brings particular benefits. It may buy food, apparel, shelter, transportation, training, technology, amusement, medicine, etc. Given the way our culture currently functions, if you have money, you have resolutions. It certainly will not work out all your issues, and it may produce fresh issues of its own, but it is safe to state that money is a potent problem-solving tool.
See It Different

One radio personality stated it best: "Nothing may take the place of cash in the area in which cash works."

On the other hand, there were a few things I didn't enjoy about money. Intuitively, it felt empty and meaningless to me. I didn't enjoy that it was utilized as a doorman for particular privileges like proper medical aid, the right foods, or adequate educational resources. I was likewise disturbed that a few individuals acted shamefully to gain it. While I was occasionally impressed by the accomplishments of the world’s giants of wealth, a lot of them got their money by means I could not agree with.

Have you been fighting with inner conflicts? If so, you're surely not alone as this conflict is largely the result of social disciplining. We have a few influences telling us that money is really crucial, while other people tell us it isn’t.

Observe what occurs during the holiday season. Admen tell us to spend, spend, and spend. They advise that the more cash we spend, the happier our holidays will turn out. On the other hand, we may watch a classic film like “It's a Wonderful Life” that tells us we have to keep cash in perspective and that relationships are far more crucial.

Intermingled signals are abound.

Social disciplining about money impacts how we relate to one another too. What pre-judgments do you arrive at about individuals based on their financial position? What suppositions would you arrive at about a millionaire? How about somebody who’s completely broke? How would you feel seeing someone who is earning 10 times as much as you do? How about ten percent as much as you bring in?
These intermingled associations cause a lot of conscious individuals to conclude that cash itself is the issue. Maybe it's better to live without it totally or at least to minimize its function in our lives.

If money is really a distraction from conscious living, wouldn't the most witting choice be to banish money totally? Should you abandon all your worldly belongings and go live in a hole someplace?

In spite of what you might have been disciplined to believe, the simple reality is that there are no particular rules for money.

It obeys the principles of reality, affection, and might be the same as any other piece of your life. It is also an error to try to sequester yourself from the world's financial truths.

In this book, I'll offer you a holistic way of thinking about money, one that ought to satisfy your intuitive feelings as well as your logical brain.
~ Chapter 2 ~

Money and Reality
Synopsis

The reason money works is that we concur by consensus that $100 has a particular value. If we all concurred that money was useless, it would have no value whatsoever.
As revenue is a social resource, it is not a perfect monetary system. The value of anything, including cash itself, is ascertained by social consensus. That might be the agreement of only two individuals, such as the case when you purchase an item from another individual. Or it might be the consensus of a big group, like when you purchase or trade stock in public companies.

While there are grave consequences to doing so, you are free to opt out of the social agreement of money. Most individuals would find that completely impractical, but the choice is available. However, if you still wish to capitalize on social resources, you'll have to produce your own social contracts on an individual basis. This may include barter or additional forms of exchange, or it may involve leveraging relationships to cope with your social needs.

For many of us, the social agreement of money is far too advantageous to brush aside. While the medium of exchange sure isn't perfect, it's more efficient than the options. By allotting a monetary value to our social exchanges and by making it simple to transfer cash from one individual to another, trades may be executed with relative ease.

Purchasing groceries, working on a career, or connecting to the Internet are all illustrations of social trades, and by consensus all of them are reducible to money. Even cash itself may be assigned a price, as anybody in debt may readily certify. Cash is essentially social credit. The more cash you have, the more society owes you, and the more value you may extract.

Let's now think about the reality about what it means to bring in money.

As money is a social resource, bringing in money means gaining more of that resource. When you spend, you turn cash to value; but when you earn, you convert value to cash.
One way to bring in cash is to sell possessions.

A different choice is to acquire items at one price and swing about and sell them for more than your expenditures. Companies turn up resources all over the earth and sell them for money. For people, this approach may take the form of purchasing objects, stocks, or bonds at one price and selling them at a greater price.

Possibly the most common way to bring in cash is to sell your time. Acquire a job and swap hours for dollars. The better your ability to deliver social value with your labors, the better your earning potential gets. The difference between bringing in $25 per hour against $250 per hour is that the latter work has much better social value. This isn't anybody's fault; the difference is due to the social consensus regarding the value of particular work.

Naturally, a final alternative for making cash is to steal it. Historically, this has been a popular choice, but I won't give it serious consideration here. Until now, this is truly just good sense, but it's astonishing how easy it is to lose sight of the simple reality that cash is a human invention to ease the exchange of value. To banish money as something harmful or unneeded is a huge error. When decently aligned with reality, affection, and might, it becomes a useful tool of conscious living; one that's too crucial to ignore. If you wish to live consciously, you must learn to utilize cash intelligently.
~ Chapter 3: ~

Money and Affection
The idea of affection advises us to tune in and associate with the concept of money on a richer level, so let's do precisely that and see what the procedure discloses.
The Love Precept

There are 2 common ways to bring in money:

1. Build a meaningful social contribution, and get payment commensurate with the social worth of your contribution.

2. Capitalize on market inefficiencies to extract cash without bestowing any substantial value.

The first choice includes acquiring a career and performing valuable work, running a business that supplies useful products or services, reselling items with worth added, or investing in any of these things.

The second option includes betting, beggary, felonious activities, purchasing and reselling items with no supplied value, or investing in any of these.

Here's a different way of labeling these 2 strategies:

1. Contribute

2. Bum

Unless you've for some reason opted out of this medium of exchange, you're utilizing one or both of these profit techniques right now. However, one of them will probably be dominant in your life. Either you're producing actual social value and being fairly paid for it, or you're bumming off the value produced by other people.

Note that contribution is crucial for this medium of exchange to come through and thrive, but bumming isn't. The only way scroungers may survive is by extracting worth from contributors. But in the end, somebody must contribute, or there may be no value for the scroungers to draw out.
Unless you've discovered a way to be totally self-sustaining, you're always eliciting some value from society, like your food, apparel, and shelter. The question is whether you're giving fair value back into the system to counterbalance what you're taking out.

Some level of buming is to be expected. Youngsters bum off their parents. Those who are not able to contribute bum off those who can. Whenever we enjoy the fruits of someone else's labor without paying for it, we're sponging. We all sponge off the hard work of our ancestors. But finally we must decide whether we'll go forward down that path or start making an authentic contribution.

Obviously, your life will include some contribution and some sponging, but what's your principal income-generating scheme? Do you contribute true social value, or do you sponge off the value of other contributors?

Observe that if you work for a bigger organization, you share in their income-generating technique as well. Are you working for a scrounger or a contributor? The big picture can't be snubbed.
~ Chapter 4 ~

*Money Might and Unity*
Synopsis

The idea of “might” states that you’re responsible for your own financial spot. If you disfavor your current conditions and wish something better, it’s up to you to make it occur. You are able to yield control of your financial destiny to other people, but the final responsibility will forever rest with you. You are the one who must accept the results you get.
Self-help literature frequently urges that we set clear financial goals. We're told to adjudicate in advance how much cash we wish to earn and how much we wish to have in the bank. I've frequently set such goals for myself. Occasionally, I accomplished them; but a lot of times, I did not.

Eventually, I learned a more crucial lesson; in order for our financial goals to be sound, they have to reflect our honest, deep desires. A goal is useless if it doesn't empower you.

When I gave it a little serious thought, I recognized that I just didn't care about attaining particular sums of money. A million bucks has no true meaning to me. By placing so much accent on particular sums, I was giving my might to money rather than wielding might over it.

So rather than centering on particular financial goals, I chose to aim directly for what I believed money would provide me. I believed it would supply me with the freedom to travel, so I set travel goals alternatively. I thought cash would get me a nicer home, so I set a goal to have a nicer home instead. I thought being rich would let make a greater contribution, so I set a goal to make a greater contribution alternatively.

Ironically, when I quit treating cash as an end unto itself, I had more of it coursing through my life than ever before. The reality is that you don't require any specific amount of money in the bank or a particular level of income to accomplish your goals. There are infinite ways to do so, and many of them call for little or no cash.

Individuals who are dead broke have gone around the world. Why not you? When you choose in advance that a lack of finances is an obstruction to accomplishing your goals, you dis-empower yourself. If you wish something badly enough, target it straight off. Your course may lead you to bring in and use money to get there, or it might not.
Don't mechanically assume that cash is essential to accomplish a specific goal; this narrows your choices and stunts your creative thinking.

As money is a monetary system, it only has major power when it flows. A number in a bank account is absolutely useless. Money's value lies in the exchange, not in its ownership. When you earn it, you produce value. When you use it, you acquire access to the value produced by other people, thereby enabling them to produce more value also. It's wise to save a percentage of your income, but understand that saved money must finally flow back out once again, if not during your life then certainly later on.

The best way to bring in cash is through truthful contribution. Do what you feel is best for everybody, not simply yourself. Align your financial outcomes with the greatest good of all. Contributing social value is the basic technique for making money consciously, but by itself it isn't adequate to guarantee success.

The issue with centering on social value is that your personal values might not be lined up with the social consensus. If you try to supply social value without accomplishing congruity with your personal values, your motivation will be powerless. You won't be inspired as you'll be doing what you feel you ought to do, not what you wish to do. Instead, when you attempt to fulfill your personal values without supplying any true social value, you get the starving-artist syndrome: you might be inspired by work you like doing, but it won't take care of the bills.

The resolution is to work inside the overlap between your personal values and social values. This will let you do what you like while producing something that other people treasure too.

Social and personal values will waver over time, so be geared up to adjust. Don't undervalue the importance of alignment between personal and social values. Both are crucial if you wish to make money consciously.
Unless you're truly rigid, it shouldn't be extremely hard to image a way for you to contribute that likewise lines up with your personal notions.

This is an issue that may be solved if you put a little thought into it. Frequently the easiest way to produce value for other people is by sharing what you like to do.

When you have a resolution that works for you, you'll be in a position to render abundant revenue while serving the greater good. Don't expect this to be simple, but it's certainly worth the work.
Chapter 5:

Money Bravery and Being Intelligent
Synopsis

Don't expect somebody else to understand what your skills and gifts are worth. If you let other people ascertain your pay, it's a safe bet you're being underpaid. You have to take the initiative and ask for what you wish. If the price you ask is fair and sensible and if there's genuine social requirement for the value you are able to provide, somebody will certainly pay you for your work.
Use It Wisely

Don't be shy or wimpish when it comes to asking for income. That's a sign that you don't trust in your value. If you truly can't supply what you're claiming you can, then don't ask to be compensated till you're prepared. But if you understand you can contribute true value, summon the bravery to ask for just compensation in exchange. Be direct, but be able to form a solid case for why you merit it.

Utilize the “heart and soul question” to help guide you towards income-generating opportunities. Ask yourself, “Does this course have a heart and soul?” If the reply is “no”, then let it go and put your time and energy elsewhere. Have the bravery to put humans first, and money second. Respect what your conscience says. If it feels improper, it is improper. Even if it feels indifferent, it is still incorrect. Never go after soulless profits.

Even when you're on the heart-centered course, you'll need bravery to remain there. Occasionally you'll need to defend against dishonest attacks. It's unfortunate when that get to be necessary, but it occurs, and occasionally, you'll be surprised by the support that comes your way once you demonstrate your allegiance to putting people first.

I've discovered that the more I line up my work with reality, affection, and might, the more goodwill I render and the more I get support from unforeseen sources. When you commit yourself to the heart-centered course, it will frequently appear as though the cosmos backs you up.

Being intelligent is the ultimate source of wealth. You can supply enormous value to other people by cultivating your own originative expression, thereby yielding all the money you want. Rather than attempting to acquire money, center your efforts on producing and delivering value to other people, and plenty of resources will flow back to you reciprocally. Real wealth comes from inside.
By making smart choices, you ought to be able to increase your capability to provide social value, thereby increasing your money. This demands that you optimize for long-run value creation rather than short-run profit.

If you provide more value than you get while ensuring you're being dealt with fairly and not falling under a pattern of selflessness, the excess value you supply will overflow into public goodwill. Superior service gets observed as it is so rare.

Individuals will gladly recommend you to their loved ones, friends, and colleagues, thereby bringing you a constant stream of fresh opportunities. This is true whether you're freelance or you work for somebody else.

It is smart to give more than you get, as this is exactly what yields development.
Wrapping Up

Once I let go of my attachment to particular financial results and recognized I could accept the worst-case scenarios, all the power that was preoccupied with dread, worry, and concern started flowing into my work, thereby enabling me to yield more revenue than I had ever witnessed before. Maybe the best course to wealth is to release your dread of being poor. Recognize that life is still worth living, no matter of how much revenue you have.

Do your finest to produce and share your worth with other people and you'll help produce a richer and more abundant domain for all of us.
THE MONEY MAGNETISM

Here’s an absolutely amazing collection that will guide you quickly and easily onto the path of a lifetime that you have always desired!
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Are you ready to attain more powerful relationships, more money, a more brilliant mind, a better job, more sex, a more beautiful appearance, or better health?

Nikola Tesla was undoubtedly the smartest man who ever lived, and invented great technology that we are only beginning to understand decades later. That was because he knew a secret about the universe!

CLICK HERE to deliver anything and everything you want into your life, easily and quicker than you could possibly imagine!

CLICK HERE to deliver anything and everything you want into your life, easily and quicker than you could possibly imagine!
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